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Abstract
The article focused on the development of information technology for the optimization of control over complex
dynamic systems at the stage of their design that should realize possibilities of modeling of linear and nonlinear
dynamic systems, the analysis and synthesis of such systems, their optimization on various quality criteria. The
purpose of this article is to develop the structure and elements of information technology to optimize the control of
complex dynamic systems, including automated control systems. The general structure and functional model of
information technology of the analysis and synthesis of control systems includes modeling of dynamic systems in the
form of systems of differential equations and transfer functions, integration of systems of differential equations,
calculation of system quality criteria, methods for solving various optimization tasks on solutions of optimization
problems of dynamic systems is offered.
Keywords: information technology; dynamic system; quality index; steam generator; automatic control system;
pressurized water reactor.

1. Introduction
The structure of information-analytical technology (IAT) includes a block of systems models (BSM), a module
of integration methods (MIM), a block for calculating system quality criteria, a block of optimization methods
(BOM), a module of data structures and a block for presenting information. A functional model of information
technology is presented.
The block of system models is designed to set the parameters of models of information and control systems
(ICS) [1]-[3], the corresponding systems of differential equations (SDE) and transfer functions (TF). This unit
includes models of nuclear reactors, steam generators, steam turbines, their automated control systems (ACS), ACS
of water treatment, power unit and its ACS, and other models. Automated control systems include regulators of
various types [1]-[4].
The module of integration methods is connected with the block of models of systems and is intended for the
decision of SDE by various methods of integration. Matrix integration methods are selected in this module: matrix
exponent method, system methods of the first, second and third degrees.
The module of criteria of systems is intended for calculation of various criteria of ACS on the basis of their
models in the form of SDE or TF. This module includes: criteria for the stability of ACS, identification criteria,
methods for calculating direct quality indicators (DQI) based on the integration of SDE, methods for calculating
integrated quadratic estimates (IQE) based on TF.
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The block of optimization methods is designed to solve the problems of model parameter identification and synthesis
of optimal ICS. This block contains methods of one-dimensional search, methods of multidimensional unconditional
optimization, methods of conditional optimization, methods of minimizing the sum of squares, methods of global search,
genetic algorithms, vector optimization methods. BOM uses the functions of the module of system criteria (MSC).
A module of data structures has been developed for the interaction of all elements of IAT. This module includes the
structure of constant parameters of optimization problems, the structure of data of optimization processes, the structure of
functions for optimization problems and methods of processing these structures.
The information presentation module is designed for tabular and graphical output of information for solving problems
of analysis, identification and synthesis of ICS. This module uses data structures from the previous module.
2. The structure of information technology
The general structure of information-analytical technology of analysis and synthesis of control systems includes
6 main functional elements (Fig. 1): block of system models, module of integration methods, module of system
criteria, block of optimization methods, module of data structures and module for presenting information is
developed. In this article we will consider only four main blocks.
SYSTEM MODEL BLOCK
Models of reactors and ICS reactors
Models of steam generator and ICS of steam generator
Models of steam turbines and ICS turbines
Models of ICS water treatment
Models of the power unit and ICS of the power unit

MODULE OF INTEGRATION METHODS
Matrix exponent method
System method of the 1st degree
System method of the 2nd degree
System method of the 3d degree

SYSTEM CRITERIA MODULE
Criteria of stability
Identification criteria
Direct quality indicators
Integral quadratic estimates

BLOCK OF OPTIMIZATION METHODS
One-dimensional search methods
Methods of multidimensional unconditional optimization
Methods of conditional optimization
Methods of minimizing the sum of squares
Global search methods
Genetic algorithms
Vector optimization methods

STRUCTURE MODULE
DATA
Structure of optimization functions
The structure of constant parameters
The structure of the optimization process

INFORMATION PRESENTATION
MODULE
Graphs of transients
Tables of optimization processes
Graphs of optimization processes

Fig. 1. The structure of information and analytical technology

In general, the structure of IAT, which is presented in Fig. 1, allows you to solve a wide range of ICS research
problems.
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2.1. Block of system models

For analysis and synthesis of dynamic systems, in particular control systems of power units of nuclear power
plants (NPP), their mathematical models are built. The general mathematical model of a dynamical system is
represented as:
,

,

,

(1)

where t and t0 are time variable and its initial value; X = X(t) and X0 are state and initial condition vectors; f(X,x,c,g) is
vector function of the right parts of the SDE; x and c are vectors of variable and constant parameters of ICS; g is vector
of external actions; Cy(X) is model output operator; y is vector of source variables. In the form (1) models of elements
of control systems of NPP power units and the general control system of the power unit, and also models of control
system of the quadcopter [5], generators of impulses of tension and current, Butterworth [6] filters are compared.
Real control systems of NPP power units [7] are implemented according to the generalized structural scheme
presented in Fig. 2, where the following notations are accepted: R is regulator, CO is control object, g is set point, ε is
control error, u is control action, v is external disturbance, y is controlled parameter.

Fig. 2. General structural scheme of the control system

The set point g and the controlled parameter y are fed to the adder. Negative feedback generates an error signal
ε = g – y. The error signal is fed to the controller R, which forms a control action u. This action is applied to the control
object, which is also affected by external disturbances v. These influences change the state of the control object and
ultimately the controlled parameter y.
All actions and signals in Fig. 2 are functions of time t: g = g(t), ε = ε(t), u = u(t), v = v(t), y = y(t).
The general mathematical model of CO is:
,

,

,

(2)

where XO = XO(t) and X0O are vectors of state and initial conditions of the control object; fo(Xo,xo,co,g) is vector
function of the right parts of the SDE of the object; xO and cO are vectors of variable and constant parameters of the
CO; gO = (u,v)T is vector of external actions; Cy(XO) is object exit operator. In the form (2) models of CO are
compared: nuclear reactor, steam generator, steam turbine, water treatment elements and the whole power unit, as well
as a quadcopter [5].
The general mathematical model of the regulator is:
,

,

,

(3)

where XС = XС(t) and X0C are vectors of state and initial conditions of the regulator; fc(Xc,xc,cc,ε) is vector function of
the right parts of the SDE regulator; xC and cC are vectors of variable and constant parameters of the regulator; Cu(XC)
is regulator output operator. Information technology makes it possible to use different types of regulators, which
include proportional (P), integral (I) and differential (D) regulators, which form the control actions:
,

∫

,

.

Here Kp, TI and τD are parameters of regulators. The following TF correspond to those P, I and D control laws of
regulators:
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.

The last TF at KD > 1 approximately forms a differential law with parameter τD = KD TD. Usually KD = 10.
Denoting λI = 1 ∕ TI , λD = 1 ∕ TD , we write the differential equations (DE) of I regulator and D regulator:
,

,

.

(4)

From P, I and D regulators we will build PI, PD, ID and PID regulators. To optimize the parameters of the
regulators KP, λI and λD, we form from them a vector of variable parameters x∈Rp of size p∈{1,2,3}. For P and I
regulators p = 1, for PI, PD and ID regulators p = 2, for PID regulator p = 3.
The general model of ACS has the form (1), where by equations (2) and (3) X = (XO(t), XC(t))T, f(X,x,c,g) =
(fO(XO,xO,cO,gO),fС(XС,xC,cC,g-y))T. Models of ICS of a nuclear reactor, steam generator, steam turbine, water
treatment elements and the whole power unit, as well as a quadcopter are compared with these designations in the form
of (1).
In some cases, to increase the speed of calculations from the general nonlinear model (1), we turn to the linear
model
,

,

,

(5)

where A(x), B(x), C(x) are state, input and output matrices.
The transfer function corresponds to this model:
∑

,

∑

,

.

(6)

Mathematical models of specific dynamic systems in the form of SDE or TF, in particular control systems of NPP
power units, are implemented in the modules of these systems [8].
2.2. Module of integration methods
Numerical methods of integration are used to construct transients in dynamical systems, as well as the calculation
of direct indexes of the quality of systems. Matrix integration methods are chosen to increase accuracy and reliability.
Consider the integration of SDE (1) and (4) in the interval [0, Tf] for L steps of solving SDE (4) of constant length
h = Tf ∕ L. Since the vector of variable parameters of ICS x does not change in the process of SDR integration, we
denote A = A(x), B = B(x), С = С(x), tk = kh, Xk = X(tk), yk = y(tk),
,

∫

,

,

(7)

where e(A,h) is matrix exponent; I(A,h) is the integral of the matrix exponent; G is auxiliary matrix. The matrix
exponent and its integral are calculated as matrix series while minimizing the number of calculations without reducing
the accuracy.
The matrix exponent method is used to integrate the linear SDE (5) by the formulas:
,

,

,

,

.

(8)

According to the presented algorithms the programs of methods of integration of SDE which are elements of the
module of methods of integration are written.
2.3. Module of system criteria
The module of system criteria formalizes methods and creates programs for calculating various criteria of
automated control systems: methods of calculation of direct indicators of quality of systems, criteria of stability of
automated control systems, methods of calculation of integrated quadratic estimations, identification criteria.
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Algorithms for calculating various criteria are presented, according to which programs of methods of criteria and
objective functions are written.
For linear systems, the stability criteria use a characteristic polynomial of order n
,

,

(9)

where s is complex variable. The use of VOF to solve the problems of identification and optimization of ICS allows
you to automate and accelerate the process of solving these problems with the consistent implementation of all
requirements for systems.
The module of system criteria formalizes methods and creates programs for calculating various criteria of
automated control systems: methods of calculation of direct indicators of quality of systems, criteria of stability of
automated control systems, methods of calculation of integrated quadratic estimations, identification criteria.
Algorithms for calculating various criteria are presented, according to which programs of methods of criteria and
objective functions are written.
2.4. Block of optimization methods
The block of optimization methods contains programs of optimization methods: methods of one-dimensional
search, methods of multidimensional unconditional optimization, methods of conditional optimization, methods of
minimizing the sum of squares, methods of global search, genetic algorithms, vector optimization methods [9].
To test the methods, test function modules have been created, which include the test functions themselves, their
databases and testing programs. A utility module which contains general routines of optimization methods has been
developed for the universality. If a feature is set to remember the optimization process, the optimization process is
stored in an external file. This process can be displayed or continued.
The main features of the main modules of information technology optimization were considered and their
interaction was analyzed to solve optimization problems. Extensive methodological, mathematical, tabular and
graphical capabilities of information technology optimization of complex systems require the transfer of large amounts
of data between subroutines. To reduce the number of formal parameters of subroutines, increase reliability and
simplify the coordination of the program set during its development without changing the interface parts of
subroutines, global data structures are proposed – OPTIONS, STATE and OPTFUNS. These global structures
significantly increase the flexibility of the block of optimization methods and simplify its further development, as the
interface of the subroutines, associated with the minimum possible number of input and output formal parameters, is
virtually unchanged [10].
3. Conclusion
This article focuses on the development of elements of information technology to optimize the control of
complex dynamic systems. The general structure of information-analytical technology of analysis and synthesis of
control systems includes the following elements: block of system models, module of integration methods, module of
system criteria, block of optimization methods, module of data structures and module for presenting information is
developed. In the block of system models in the form of nonlinear and linear systems of differential equations and
transfer functions, the general mathematical models of dynamic systems, in particular control objects, regulators,
automated control systems are formalized that allows modeling control systems of NPP power units, quadcopter
control system, voltage and current pulse generators, Butterworth filters and other dynamic systems. The module of
integration methods formalizes numerical methods of integration of systems of differential equations, which are used
to construct transients in dynamical systems, as well as to calculate direct indicators of system quality. To increase the
accuracy and reliability, matrix integration methods are selected: matrix exponent method for integration of linear
systems, system methods of the first, second and third stages for integration of nonlinear systems. Algorithms of
integration methods and their auxiliary parameters are developed. A block of optimization methods, which contains
modules of different types of optimization methods (one-dimensional search methods, multidimensional
unconditional optimization methods, methods of conditional optimization, methods of minimizing the sum of squares,
methods of global search, genetic algorithms, vector optimization methods), has been developed. To reduce the
number of formal parameters of subroutines, increase reliability and coordinate the work of a set of programs during
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its development, a module of general data structures has been developed. Global data structures were proposed – the
structure of constant data problems and optimization methods, the structure of variable parameters of the optimization
process and the structure of functions to coordinate the interaction of optimization methods. These structures
significantly increase the flexibility of the block of optimization methods and simplify its further development, as the
interface of the subroutines, associated with the minimum possible number of input and output formal parameters, is
virtually unchanged. A module for presenting problem-solving information in the form of three submodules has been
developed, in which textual and graphical possibilities of information technology are implemented, that allow
representing the optimization process in the form of tables and graphics.
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Основи пошуку найкращого рішення для управління водо-водяним ядерним
реактором в динамічних режимах при зміні регульованих параметрів
Тая Петік, Вікторія Ватаман, Костянтин Беглов, Ганна Лисюк
Одеський національний політехнічний університет, проспект Шевченка 1, Одеса, 65044, Україна
Анотація
Стаття присвячена розробці інформаційної технології оптимізації управління складними динамічними
системами на етапі їх проектування, котра повинна реалізовувати можливості моделювання лінійних і
нелінійних динамічних систем, аналізу і синтезу цих систем, їх оптимізації за різними критеріями якості.
Задача полягає у розробці структури та елементів інформаційної технології оптимізації управління складними
динамічними системами, зокрема автоматизованих систем управління. Пропонується загальна структура і
функціональна модель інформаційної технології аналізу та синтезу систем управління, яка включає
моделювання динамічних систем у вигляді систем диференціальних рівнянь та передавальних функцій,
інтегрування систем диференціальних рівнянь, обчислення критеріїв якості систем, методи для розв’язання
різних задач оптимізації, наочне представлення інформації щодо розв’язків задач оптимізації динамічних
систем.
Ключові слова: інформаційна технологія; складні динамічні системи; показник якості; парогенератор;
автоматична система управління; водо-водяний ядерний реактор.

